Abstrac. To solve the problem that traditional LMS predictive technique is sensitive to complex white Gaussian noise and traditional blind LMS code-aided technique can't reject sinusoidal tone interference in code division multiple access (CDMA) system, a new blind LMS predictive code-aided technique is proposed. The new arithmetic has the ability to suppress complex white Gaussian noise and sinusoidal tone interference at the same time, and is deduced through complex field in this paper. By comparing with LMS predictive and blind LMS code-aided techniques, the advantage of this technique is proved through simulations.
Introduction
The reason of the spread spectrum systems (SSS) being widely used is that it can contrast frequency selective fading caused by multipath as well as its excellent performance in co-channels. The representative core of the technique is CDMA. Although the SSS is equipped with certain anti-interference ability, effective interference suppression technology could observably improve the system performance. In the 21th century, researchers have further developed CDMA system interference suppression techniques into predictive techniques, transform-domain technique and code-aided technique. From all the technologies above, the research of the predictive techniques is concentrated on the improvement of the receiver structure. The specialty of such solution is the simple structure. But it also has typical problem which is high error rate for it processes data bit by bit and fully contrast White Gaussian noise with its own processing gain. With this opinion, code-aided technique, which uses the characteristics of signal code to block processing, seems extremely effective. It is one of the most promising techniques for multi-users system to suppress interferences . In the recent years, blind cod-aided technique is developed to solve the problem that the code-aided technique needs to know the prior knowledge of the interference. Blind-aided technique doesn't need the blind detection of the prior knowledge but it also has the disadvantage that it can't suppress strong narrowband interference. This paper is going to extend the signal processing from the real-number field to complex-field, learn from the idea of the combination of predictive technique and code-aided technique, put forward a new blind LMS predictive code-aided technique to solve the problem that traditional LMS predictive technique is sensitive to complex white Gaussian noise and traditional blind LMS code-aided technique can't reject sinusoidal tone interference with high power in code division multiple access (CDMA) system. The new arithmetic has the ability to suppress complex white Gaussian noise and sinusoidal tone interference at the same time, and recursion formula is deduced through complex field in this paper.
Signal Model

Signal Model in time domain
The envelopment model of the receiving signal when transmitting CDMA signal in non-selective complex white Gaussian noise signal channel with narrowband interference is:
To explain, y(t) represents the CDMA signal, i(t) represents voice interference and ε(t)
International Conference on Advances in Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Informatics (AMEII 2015) represents complex white Gaussian noise whose power spectral density (PSD) is 2 ε σ . In the single synchronous signal channel, CDMA signal model is:
To explain, K represents the number of effective users; P k represents signal power and α k represents the transferring complex gain with the effect of the channel and
is the signal stream(1 or -1); n is the signal tag; b T is the signal symbol period;s k (t) is the sequence spreading the frequency from direct sequence, which is defined as The voice interference model is:
To explain, K I is the number of the interferences;P Ik is the interference power;α Ik is the transferring gain with the effect of the channel and
; f Ik is the interference frequency against CDMA carrier frequency. The interference period is set much bigger than the Chip period.
The model could be regarded as multi-voices interference one on the condition that K I >1 and single-voice interference one if K I =1.
Discrete sampling signal model
An important solution to solve the problem of interference suppression is to sample the receiving signal 
CDMA system interference suppression techniques LMS prediction technique
The main idea of the voice interference technique based on prediction is to make use of the differences between narrowband signal and broadband signal and process bit by bit. The biggest advantage of LMS prediction technique is no need of the prior knowledge of the voice interference and useful to suppress the strong voice interference while the biggest disadvantage is to have no effect on broadband interference such as complex white Gaussian noise and multi-site interference, and it just resist to broadband interference with its own spreading gain. Figure 1 tells such interference suppression which is based on LMS prediction. Fig.1 . the frame of the interference suppression based on LMS prediction As what the figure tells, the prediction error, namely the estimate of the CDMA signal is: 
is input vector of the filter. Here we can define users mean square error (MSE) average which can reflect signal error rate as:
Blind LMS code-aided technique
Blind code-aided arithmetic adopts the method of block processing. Its biggest advantage is to suppress both voice interference and broadband interference and at the meantime, no prior knowledge about the voice interference and no participation of training sequence is required to realize blind detection. However, for it takes the way of approximate evaluation, there exists shortcomings that it is not able to suppress strong voice interference. Figure 2 gives a frame of interference suppression based on blind LMS code-aided technique. [ ]
To explain, m is the LMS code-aided technique step size. Decode it to get the estimate of the users signal:
Furthermore, we can get the users MSE average:
Blind LMS predictive code-aided technique
Both the voice interference suppression technique based on LMS prediction and the one based on blind LMS code-aided technique have two sides. This section is going to deduce the recurrence formula in blind LMS predictive code-aided technique complex field,which could improve both techniques' defects at the same time. Figure 3 provides an arithmetic frame of the interference suppression based on blind LMS predictive code-aided technique. The blind LMS predictive code-aided interference suppression arithmetic can be divided into two parts, one is LMS predictive filtering and the other is blind LMS code-aided filtering. 
is the error vector and m is the step size. Decode to get the estimate of the users signal:
(15) Furthermore, we can get the users MSE average:
Test results
Users MSE average in steady state
In figure 4 ,(a) and (b) are separately show the curved surface of the users MSE average when the system is in steady state, under the two circumstances, one is single-voice interference while the other is multiple voices(three voices), with the condition that the power ratio of CDMA signal and complex white Gaussian noise(for short, SNR; unit: dB ) changes synchronously with that of CDMA signal and voice interference(for short, SJR; unit: dB). The value is averaged by 100 times. Three conditions are required for simulation: one is CDMA users send the sequence of 1,-1 with the equal probability and the random sequence whose spreading code N=63, one is the frequency of the single-voice interference and three-voices interference is random and another one is step size m and m is 0.005. In addition, the 'predictive' in the figure means LMS predictive techniques; code means blind LMS code-aided technique; precode means blind LMS predictive code-aided technique; J means the average of users MSE. Figure 4 gives a simulation result of effective filtering. It can be seen qualitatively from figure (a) that LMS predictive technique take effect in the case of the strong single-voice interference. The filtering range is rather big ( ' but it's better than LMS predictive technique when SJR is in its rather small effective filtering range. The reason is that it suppresses unitedly complex white Gaussian noise and single-voice interference. It can be seen obviously from the simulated curved surface, the blind LMS predictive code-aided technique proposed in this paper can not only realize effective filtering but also have the marked benefit compared with LMS predictive technique and blind LMS code-aided technique. For multi-voices interference, similar conclusion can be received from figure (b) but specifically, all the arithmetic performances begin to decline for the weaker predictability of multi-voices interference against single-voice interference. To conclude, it is obvious to say that the performance of blind LMS predictive code-aided technique has the absolute advantage over other two techniques.
(a)single-voice interference (b)multiple-voices interferences Fig.3 . The curved surface of the users MSE average when the system is in steady state
The convergence performance of the users MSE average Figure 5 is the convergence curve of the users MSE average in the case of the single-voice interference. The conditions are: SNR=−15dB, SJR=−20dB and the other ones are the same as those in the last testing section. LMS predictive arithmetic processes signal bit by bit and the filter stages selected are often low. So the convergence speed of bit is fast but nearly shows the direct convergence state when describing the convergence curve of users MSE average. The blind LMS code-aided arithmetic take the method of block processing so the convergence speed is lower-about 500 steps can lead to convergence under such simulation conditions. The blind LMS predictive code-aided arithmetic is effected by both the convergence speeds of LMS predictive and blind LMS code-aided techniques. Its convergence speed is between them-about 250 steps is enough, and it is largely controlled by the blind LMS code-aided arithmetic or the LMS predictive arithmetic has an extremely fast convergence speed. In addition, it can be seen quantificationally that blind LMS predictive code-aided arithmetic has the absolute advantage. 
Conclusion
This paper learns from the idea of combining predictive technique and code assist technique, extends the signal processing from the real number field to complex number field, puts forward a detection solution to use the brand new blind LMS predictive code-aided technique to suppress the interference of the CDMA system and deduces the recursion formula of blind LMS predictive code-aided arithmetic in the complex field. The solution not only solves the problem of the current LMS predictive techniques not being able to suppress complex white Gaussian noise and the blind LMS code-aided technique not being able to suppress the interference of the strong voices but also realizes a blind detection which is not required the prior knowledge of voice interference. The simulation firstly analyzes users MSE average in steady state to prove its advantage over LMS predictive and blind LMS code assist arithmetics and make the further analysis on the convergence performance, leading to the conclusion that the convergence speed falls in between.
